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Abstract
All-inorganic perovskites are attracting increasing attention due to their superior thermal stability than that of
the traditional CH3NH3PbI3. While their inferior phase stability in ambient conditions is still an unsolved issue.
Here, for the first time, we report the incorporation of niobium (Nb5+) ions into the CsPbI2Br perovskite. Results
indicate that Nb5+ can effectively stabilize the photoactive α-CsPbI2Br phase by the possible substitution of Pb2+.
With 0.5% Nb doping, the carbon electrode based all-inorganic perovskite solar cells achieved a high PCE of
10.42%, 15% higher than that of the control device. The Nb5+ incorporation reduces the charge recombination in
the perovskite, leading to a champion Voc of 1.27 V and negligible hysteresis effect. This work explicates the high
compatibility of all-inorganic perovskite materials and unlocks the opportunities for the use of high-valence ions
for perovskite property modification.
Introduction
Organic-inorganic hybrid perovskite solar cells (PSCs) have been attracting tremendous attention and have
experienced high-speed development in photoconversion efficiency (PCE) in recent years.1-2 The organic
components, such as methylammonium (MA+) and formamidinium (FA+), are very favorable in forming highquality perovskite films with high PCEs.3 While the MA+ and FA+ are volatile at the temperature of 80 and 100
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C,4-5 respectively, which causes the perovskite thermal unstable and consequently reduces the lifetime of the PSCs.

Incorporating Cs+ or completely replacing MA+ and FA+ with Cs+ is a promising approach to solve the issue
because Cs based perovskites are extremely stable at high temperatures.6 However, the Cs based perovskites
possess an inevitable disadvantage where the photo-active black α-phase is unstable at room-temperature and very
easily transforms to photo-non-active yellow δ-phase.7-8 Therefore, it is an important topic to stabilize the black
phase at room-temperature in ambient conditions. Apart from reducing the crystal size and increasing the crystal
strain etc.,9-10 there are two main strategies to stabilize the black phase of inorganic perovskites.
One approach is incorporating Br- into the perovskite structure because Br- has a smaller ionic radius of 1.96
Å than I- of 2.20 Å.11 When Br- is used as X ion in ABX3 perovskite, the size of [BX6]4− octahedral and the formed
cubooctahedral voids for the Cs cation will be reduced, which promises larger Goldschmidt tolerance factor (τ)
and more stable cubic perovskite phase.12 However, Br- incorporation will simultaneously enlarge the band gap of
the perovskite, which is undesirable for light absorption. For balancing the photovoltaic performance and the
structure stability, CsPbI2Br is a fine choice due to its proper band gap (1.90 eV) and higher phase stability than
that of CsPbI3.13
The other way is substituting (doping and alloying) Pb2+ ions with smaller metal ions, also for reducing the
[BX6] size. Up to now, various kinds of metals have been introduced into the perovskite materials, such as divalent
ions Ca2+, Mn2+, Sn2+, Sr2+, Zn2+ and trivalent ions Sb3+, Bi3+, Eu3+, and some other lanthanide ions.12-14 These
foreign ions have been proved to be efficient in increasing the stability of the black α-phase and
enhancing/maintaining the performance of the resultant devices. While only the metal ions possessing similar
valence state with Pb2+ have been selected as dopants and the possibility of incorporating metals ions with higher
valences into the perovskite is still unknown. Niobium (Nb) is a widely used element for doping conventional
perovskite oxides (BaTiO3, BiFeO3, etc.) for modifying the microstructure, ferroelectric and piezoelectric
properties, in which the Nb5+ ions will partly replace the B site atoms of perovskite.15 Recently, Nb5+ has been
used as a dopant for TiO2 layer in PSCs and enhanced performance was achieved.16 While there are rare reports
on trying to introduce the Nb5+ ions into the light absorption layer. During the preparation of this manuscript, a
study was published, in which the NbF5 was used as an additive to stabilize the α-phase of FA-based perovskite
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materials.17 Thus it is worth trying to incorporate Nb into the inorganic halide lead perovskite and to study its
effect on the perovskite phase stability and the device performance.
In this paper, we incorporated Nb5+ into the CsPbI2Br perovskite and investigated its effect on the perovskite
phase stability and photovoltaic performances. Results indicate that the introduction of Nb5+ can effectively
stabilize the black α-phase of the CsPbI2Br perovskite at room-temperature in ambient condition, and higher Nb5+
concentration leads to a longer lifetime of black α-phase. Moreover, Nb5+ doping enhances the performance and
reduces the hysteresis of the all-inorganic PSCs. The theoretical calculation was also adopted to realize the impact
of Nb doping on the electronic properties of the perovskite. We believe this first work on pentavalent ion doping
into the all-inorganic perovskite will bring deeper understanding of the mechanism of foreign metal ion
incorporation in perovskite and unlock more opportunities for perovskite property modification.
Results and discussion
Different amount of Nb5+ (0.25 to 4 mol%) were introduced into the CsPbI2Br by adding a certain amount of
0.2 M NbCl5 stock solution into 1.0 M CsBr and PbI2 solution (check specific details in the supporting information).
The obtained solutions after mixing for several hours are shown in Figure S1. It is interesting that the color of the
perovskite precursors turns into darker brown with increasing the amount of NbCl5, though the NbCl5 and
CsPbI2Br solution are transparent and yellow in color, respectively. The color change is hypothesized to be
attributed to the interaction between Nb5+ and the perovskite precursor, rather than the Cl- from NbCl5.9, 18
Moreover, there was no precipitate formed for Nb5+ containing solutions even stored for longer than one month,
indicating homogeneous and stable properties.
The precursor was spin-coated on the passivated SnO2 film,19 followed by a two-step annealing process.
Specifically, the film was annealed at 40 oC for several minutes to make the film vary from transparent to light
brown and then 160 oC to get a dark brown film. The first low-temperature annealing is for the mild solvent
evaporation and the phase transition (from amorphous to main black α-phase).20-21 In our experiments, for the
control CsPbI2Br film, the optimized annealing time at 40 oC is 4 min since longer time will form blurry film and
shorter annealing time will result in a low coverage film due to inefficient mass transfer. In addition, it should be
noted that the optimal 40 oC annealing time for the Nb incorporated films decreases with higher Nb incorporation.
For example, the proper annealing time at 40 oC for the perovskite film with 0.5 mol% Nb5+ is 3 min. This might
3

because the solutions with Nb have lower viscosity, and the Nb ions promote the nucleation and the phase
transition process.22

Figure 1 XRD patterns of CsPbI2Br films with different amount of Nb.
The XRD patterns of the samples after 160 oC annealing for 10 min are shown in Figure 1. The peaks at 14.6°,
20.8°, and 29.5° are assigned to (100), (110), and (200) crystal face of cubic CsPbI2Br, respectively, which indicate
that all the as-prepared samples are pure cubic CsPbI2Br phase without any impurity.23
Table 1 Parameters derived from the XRD patterns of CsPbI2Br films with different amount of Nb.
Nb content
(%)
0

Main peak
FWHM
position (o) (main peak)
29.44
0.164

d-spacing
(nm)
0.3031

Lattice constant Lattice strain
(nm)
(%)
0.6062
0.080

0.25

29.48

0.214

0.3028

0.6056

0.085

0.5

29.49

0.247

0.3027

0.6054

0.098

1

29.55

0.253

0.3021

0.6041

0.140

2

29.61

0.266

0.3014

0.6029

0.210

4

29.70

0.643

0.3006

0.6012

0.287
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While there are some differences between the samples. Firstly, the main peak at around 29.5° shifts to higher
angle with increasing the amount of Nb5+. The peak positions and the d spacing values are summarized in Table
1. Clearly, the d spacing reduces when the Nb5+ amount increases. Secondly, the peak intensities reduce and the
FWHM values enlarge with the Nb5+ adding amount increasing, meaning lower crystallinity. Therefore, the foreign
Nb ions have a great effect on the crystallization process of the perovskite film.

Figure 2 XPS spectra of pure (black line) and 4% incorported (red line) CsPbI2Br films: (a) survey spectra;
(b) Nb 3d; (c) Cs 3d; (d) Pb 4f (e) I 3d; (f) Br 3d.
Figure 2 shows the XPS spectra of the pure CsPbI2Br and 4% Nb incorporated CsPbI2Br films. The presence
of Nb5+ is evidenced through the explication of two binding energy peaks at around 200 eV, attributing to the Nb
3d core levels, which are not found in the pure sample (Figure 2a). Specifically, the two binding energy peaks at
209.9 and 207.2 eV (Figure 2b) are corresponding to Nb 3d3/2 and Nb 3d 5/2, respectively.16 Thus we can confirm
that the Nb5+ was introduced into the perovskite film. Figure 2c-f show the XPS spectra of the Cs, Pb, I and Br
elements, respectively. Notably, all the peaks of the Nb incorporated CsPbI2Br shift obviously compared with the
pure film without Nb. The C1s peaks of the two samples (Figure S2) are at almost the same positions, indicative
of the same measurement conditions. Thus, the shift of the elements should be attributed to the effect of Nb5+
rather than test error. The Nb should be located within the perovskite lattice because simple physical mixing of
the elements could not lead to any remarkable chemical state changes and XPS peak shifts for all the elements.22,
24-25

The theoretical study predicted that niobium trend to occupy the B site of the halide perovskite.26 If so, partial
5

replacing Pb2+ (1.19 Å) with the smaller Nb5+ (0.64 Å) will lead to the contraction of [BX6] and the changes in
chemical bonding properties, which is reflected by the shift of XPS peaks for all the elements.24 Moreover, the
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) elemental maps in Figure S3 indicate that Nb is uniformly distributed
in the sample.
The lattice constants obtained from the XRD patterns of the perovskite films are shown in Table 1. We can find
that the lattice constant decreases with increasing Nb amount. Previous publications reported that the lattice
increases if the foreign ions exist at the interstitial positions,22 which is different from that of ours. Therefore,
based on the variations including the reduction in lattice constants, XPS peak shifts for all elements and uniform
Nb element dispersion, Nb ions are speculated to occupy the Pb positions.

Figure 3 SEM images of CsPbI2Br films with different amount of Nb doping: (a) 0%; (b) 0.25%; (c) 0.5%;
(d) 1%; (e) 2%; (f) 4%.
The SEM images of the samples with different amount of Nb are shown in Figure 3. The control perovskite
film obtained by the two-step annealing process has a dense morphology without pinholes, which is promising for
suppressing recombination of charges. The grain boundaries are not very clear because the anti-solvent was not
used in our film preparation process, consistent with the other reports.27-28 There are several branches on the film
surface, meaning a non-uniform morphology, similar with that of the previous report.24 When 0.25% amount Nb
was introduced into the perovskite, there are no obvious changes except that the branches disappeared. With 0.5%
amount Nb incorporation, the film grew smoother and the crystal size became smaller and more uniform than that
of the film without Nb. This might be attributed to the lower viscosity of the solution with Nb for better mass
6

transfer and the role of Nb in promoting the nucleation process. The smaller crystal size means low crystallinity,
in accordance with the XRD peak intensity reduction and FWHM enlargement. The smoother surface is beneficial
for the contact between the perovskite and the carbon electrode.29 While further increasing the amount of Nb
doping makes the films rougher and non-uniform. For example, the film of 2% Nb has a rough surface with
pinholes. The film with 4% Nb shows some independent white particles, which could be the segregation of excess
NbCl5 out of the perovskite grains.9 To some extent, these segregated particles hinder the perovskite crystal growth
and result in low-crystallinity films. Therefore, the film with 4% Nb has the lowest crystallinity and the lowest
XRD peaks.

Figure 4 (a) UV-vis spectra, (b) tauc plots, (c) PYS spectra and (d) the resultant energy band structure of
CsPbI2Br films with different amount of Nb doping, and the energy alignment for the components of the
device.
It is accepted that the light absorption properties of the film are highly dependent on the film feature. From the
UV-vis spectra (Figure 4a), we can find that the samples with low doping amount (less than 1%) have almost the
same light absorption ability with that of the control sample, except a slight blue shift at the absorption edge.
Obvious differences are observed when the doping amount is further improved to 2% and 4%: where the
7

absorbance intensities become stronger. The main reason might be the rough feature of the two samples, as can be
observed in Figure 6a. When increasing the film surface roughness, the amount of absorbed light will increase
because of the decreasing in the back-reflection of light. The band gaps of the materials were calculated by the
tauc plots transformed from the UV-vis absorption spectra (Figure 4b). The corresponding values were
summarized in the Table inserted in Figure 4b, where we can see that all the samples possess almost the same band
gap. In addition, the band structures of the samples were investigated through the photoelectron yield spectroscopy
(PYS), as shown in Figure 4c. The valence band maximum (VBM) values were obtained from the PYS results,
and the corresponding conduction band minimum (CBM) were calculated by combining the VBM and the band
gaps, as shown in Figure 4d. We can find that the minute amount of Nb doping has no effect on the band structure,
while the VBM and CBM plunge when more than 1% amount of Nb is incorporated. The 4% Nb doping results
the most obvious change with the lowest VBM and CBM positions. Therefore, the band structure changes more
obviously with more amount of Nb.

Figure 5 Partial density of states for (a) CsPbI2Br and (b) CsPb0.875Nb0.125I2Br calculated by GGA method.
The Fermi energy level was set to zero.
To investigate the electronic properties of Nb-doped CsPbI2Br, we calculated the partial density of states, which
is shown in Figure 5. For the case of CsPbI2Br, the valence bands maximum (VBM) is composed of I and Br porbitals with a small contribution from Pb 6s-orbitals, and the conduction bands minimum (CBM) mainly consists
of the Pb 6p-orbitals. For the CsPb0.875Nb0.125I2Br, the VBM exhibit similar electronic properties with CsPbI2Br.
After Nb substitution, the Nb 4d-orbitals split in different energy ranges respectively. Partial 4d-electrons of Nb
localized on conduction bands at about 1.5 eV above the Fermi level in the spin-down channel. While in the spin8

up channel, the interaction between Nb 4d with I and Br p-orbitals forms intermediate bands slightly below the
Fermi energy level. Due to the Nb 4d electrons, the Fermi level shifts up to the CBM, resulting in the n-type
semiconductor feature of CsPb0.875Nb0.125I2Br, which is similar to the Sb caused n-type doping for CH3NH3PbI3.30
The excess positive charge caused by Nb5+ is possibly balanced by Pb2+ vacancies and excess anions at interstitial sites.
The defect properties of Nb-doped CsPbI2Br were studied by calculation the formation energy Eform for different defect types
(including Cs vacancy VCs, Pb vacancy VPb, and interstitial Cl defects ICl), according to the approximation: Eform = Edeficient –
Eperfect ± EX. Here the Eperfect and Edeficient are energies of the perfect and deficient supercell structures, EX is the energy of defect
element, + corresponds to the vacancy and – is for the interstitial defect. The results are shown in Table S1. The negative
values suggest that the formation of VPb and ICl are exothermic reactions. The Eform of VPb is predicted to be -5.20 eV, indicating
the formation of Pb vacancies after Nb doping. In addition, the defect formation energy for ICl in the Nb-doped CsPbI2Br is
also obviously smaller than that of the pristine CsPbI2Br, indicating the possible existing of excess Cl anions at interstitial
sites.

Figure 6 (a) Color variations of CsPbI2Br films with different amount of Nb doping. (test condition: ambient,
23 oC, RH=55% ), and UV-vis spectra variations of (b) pure and (c) 4% Nb doped CsPbI2Br film. (test
condition: ambient, 21 oC, RH=30% ).
Figure 6a shows the photographs of CsPbI2Br films stored in ambient at the temperature of 23 oC and relative
humidity (RH) of 55%. As observed, the color of the control sample faded in the first 15 min and the black α9

phase wholly changed to yellow δ-phase in the first one hour, as depicted by the XRD variations in Figure S4.
When the Nb was doped into the perovskite, the black α-phase lasted for a longer time than that of the control one.
For example, the film color of the 4% Nb doped perovskite remains the same even after 24 hours. We recorded
the variations of the control and the 4% Nb incorporated film by UV-vis spectra, as shown in Figure 6b and c.
When the films were stored in ambient at 21 oC with the RH of 30%, the characteristic absorption edge of the αCsPbI2Br film completely disappeared after 6 h, while the 4% Nb doped film has no changes even after 96 h. As
a result, Nb can stabilize the α-CsPbI2Br phase at room temperature and the lifetime prolongs with increasing Nb
doping amount.
When Nb occupies the B site of the CsPbI2Br crystal structure, its smaller size and more electron charge will
decrease the [BX6] size and shrink the lattice, which makes the Cs match well with the cubooctahedral voids, thus
stabilize the perovskite structure. This can be verified by the variations in Goldschmidt’s tolerance factor (τ) as
Equation (1):31
τ=

√ (

(1)

)

The RA, RB, and RX represent the ionic radius of A-site cation, B-site cation, and X-site anion, respectively.
The perovskite materials tend to form an orthorhombic structure when τ < 0.8, cubic structure when 0.8 < τ < 1,
and hexagonal structure when τ > 1. Therefore, the bromine-based perovskite with smaller [BX6] octahedral size
and larger tolerance factor, possesses better phase stability than that of the iodide perovskites (τ=0.807 for CsPbI3
and 0.815 for CsPbBr3). As for the mixed A-site, B-site, and mixed halide perovskite, the τ is calculated using
effective ion size. For example, the effective halide size of CsPbIxBr3-x can be calculated by Equation (2):31
𝑅

= 𝑅

+

𝑅

(2)

The effective size of halide in CsPbI2Br is 2.12 Å and the τ is 0.810. Similarly, the effective size of B-site ion
in Nb doped CsNbxPb1-xI2Br can be calculated by Equation (3):
𝑅

= 𝑥𝑅

+ (1 − 𝑥)𝑅

(3)

According to the above equations, we calculated and listed the τ of different amount Nb doped perovskite
materials in Table S2. When 4% Nb was incorporated into the perovskite, the effective cation size of mixed Nb
and Pb is 1.168 Å, resulting in a τ value of 0.815. Therefore, the perovskite with 4% Nb doping possesses the
10

highest stability. In addition, the lattice strain promotes the phase stability by causing distortion of cubic structure.9,
18

We analyzed the lattice strain by refining the XRD patterns and the results are shown in Table 1. We found that

the lattice strain increases with increasing the amount of Nb, which agrees with the stability gradient.

Figure 7 (a) Cross-sectional SEM image of carbon electrode based CsPbI2Br perovskite device and (b) J-V
curves of the devices with different amount of Nb doping.
Table 2 Photovoltaic parameters of CsPbI2Br PSCs with different amount of Nb doping.
-2

Sample

Voc/V

Jsc/mA cm

FF

PCE/%

0% Nb

1.21

11.95

0.63

9.05

0.25% Nb

1.18

12.22

0.69

9.94

0.5% Nb

1.20

12.06

0.72

10.42

1% Nb

1.22

11.63

0.69

9.84

2% Nb

1.21

10.73

0.52

6.69

In order to study the effect of Nb doping on the PSCs performances, we fabricated a carbon electrode based
HTM-free device, as shown in the cross-sectional SEM image of the device (Figure 7a). The fabrication details of
the carbon electrode are depicted in the SI. Figure 7b shows the current density-voltage (J-V) curves of the
champion devices based on CsPbI2Br with different Nb doping amount. The corresponding photovoltaic
parameters were summarized in Table 2. The device based on CsPbI2Br without dopant achieved a PCE of 9.05%,
which is much higher than that of the literature (4.75%) with the same fabrication process, components and device
structure.27 For the Nb doped PSCs, the device gave the highest PCE of 10.42% when 0.5% Nb was added, high
than ever-reported carbon based all-inorganic CsPbI2Br PSCs.13 The Jsc value matches well with the calculated
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value from the IPCE spectra (Figure S5a). The stability of output (SOP) of the reference and 0.5% Nb based device
is shown in Figure S5b and c. Both the devices maintain high performances under continuous measurements for
120 s. The low Jsc of the devices with 2% amount Nb should be attributed to its lower film quality. The obvious
increasing in FF was achieved with less than 2% Nb doping, which is the main reason for the device performance
enhancement.
In order to verify the reproducibility of the device performances, we fabricated 18 cells for the reference and
0.5% Nb doped type. The detailed statistics of the photovoltaic parameters for the devices are presented in Figure
S6 and summarized in Table S3. Results indicate that the Jsc values are very similar owing to their same optical
properties. The average FF was enhanced from 0.60 to 0.70, which could be attributed to the uniform morphology
and smooth surface that provides better contact with the carbon electrode.32-33 The Voc was enhanced from an
average of 1.20 to 1.22 V, where the champion Voc of 1.26 V was achieved for the reverse scan (RS) and 1.27 V
for the forward scan (FS) when 0.5% Nb was doped into the CsPbI2Br perovskite (Figure S7). These Voc values
are higher than most of the CsPbI2Br based PSCs regardless of carbon or noble metal electrode. Finally, the average
PCE was increased from 8.56% to 10.06% with 0.5% Nb doping.
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Figure 8 Nyquist plots of (a) 0 % and (b) 0.5% Nb doped CsPbI2Br based device, (c) PL and (d) TRPL
spectra of 0 % and 0.5% Nb doped CsPbI2Br film.
The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were carried out to investigate the charge
transfer properties of the PSCs. The measurements were conducted at an applied bias of 0.6 V in dark condition
and the results for the reference and 0.5% Nb based PSCs are shown in Figure 8a and b. The equivalent circuit and
the fitting results are inserted in Figure 8a. In general, the high-frequency arc represents the transport process
combining the transport resistance and the transport chemical capacitance, which are related to the series resistance
(Rs) from the cathode to the anode. While the arc at the low-frequency region represents the recombination
resistance (Rrec) and the chemical capacitance (Crec) in the device.34-35 The two samples have very similar Rs due
to the same device structure. While the 0.5% Nb doped CsPbI2Br based device has much higher Rrec (3916 Ω) than
that of the reference device (122 Ω), which implies that the recombination process in the former device is highly
suppressed.36 The highly increased recombination resistance is account for the high Voc of 1.27 V. We also
measured the EIS of other devices with different Nb doping amount, as shown in Figure S8 and Table S4. We
found that after Nb incorporation, the devices possess larger Rrec than that of the control device. Thus the Nb
doping can effectively suppress the charge recombination in PSCs.
To better understand the effect of Nb doping on the electron extraction and transport process, the steady-state
photoluminescence (PL) and time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) measurements for the perovskite films
were carried out. The results for the reference and 0.5% Nb doped film are shown in Figure 8c and d. It is obvious
that the PL intensity sharply increases after 0.5% Nb incorporation, which is similar to that of Nb doping into FAbased perovskite materials.17 It is generally believed that the higher PL intensity is associated with the fewer traps
and defects in the perovskite layer.37 Thus 0.5% Nb doping can significantly reduce the traps and defects in the
perovskite film, meaning better film quality and promising for better performance.38-39 Moreover, a blue shift in
the PL spectra is observed with the maxima at 658 and 646 nm for 0% and 0.5% Nb, respectively. This is attributed
to the reduction in crystallinity and grain size after 0.5% Nb incorporation.10, 39 In contrast, the larger amount of
Nb doped into the perovskite film induces lower film qualities with increased traps and defects, thus the blue shifts
are not striking (Figure S9a). Figure 8d shows the TRPL spectra of the samples and the decay time (τ) is calculated
via the double-exponential fits of Equation (4):
13

𝑦 = 𝐴1 ∗ exp −

+ 𝐴2 ∗ exp −

+ 𝑦0

(4)

The former (τ1) is resulted from the surface recombination process while the latter (τ2) is attributed to the
recombination process taken place in the grains.40 The fitted parameters are listed in the Table inserted in Figure
8d. For the reference CsPbI2Br film, the PL lifetimes are 0.453 and 1.438 ns for τ1 and τ2, respectively. While the
PL lifetime was prolonged to 2.125 and 3.875 ns for τ1 and τ2, respectively. As observed from Figure S9b, all the
films with Nb doping (less than 2%) exhibited longer lifetime than the control film, indicative of the suppressed
recombination process in the perovskite film,41-42 which is consistent with the performances of the devices.
Hysteresis is commonly coming along with the photovoltaic performance measurements of PSCs, especially
for the planar PSCs. We compared the hysteresis properties of the PSCs with different amount of Nb doping were
compared by measuring the device in both reverse and forward scanning direction. The hysteresis index (HI) is
defined as Equation (5):43
(5)

𝐻𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 =

The device performances are shown in Figure S10 and the HI are summarized in Table S5. Results illustrate
that the reference device without Nb has obvious hysteresis with the HI value of 18.99%. When a certain amount
of Nb (less than 2%) is incorporated into the film, the hysteresis is effectively suppressed. Among the devices, the
0.5% Nb doped device has the smallest and negligible HI of 3.55%, owing to the reduced traps states by the proper
amount of Nb doping,44 as mentioned above. In contrast, the 2% Nb doped film based solar cells exhibited a severe
hysteresis phenomenon with the HI of 16.89% due to its large amount of traps states in the film.
Conclusions
In summary, we reported an all-inorganic Nb incorporated CsPbI2Br perovskite for the first time. The Nb is
incorporated into the perovskite lattice possibly by a slight substitution of Pb, which increases the perovskite
tolerance factor and significantly stabilizes the α-CsPbI2Br phase. With 0.5% Nb incorporation, a high PCE of
10.42% was achieved for the carbon electrode based PSCs. The Nb incorporation has effectively reduced the
charge recombination in the perovskite, resulting in high Voc of 1.27 V and nearly hysteresis-free device. This
work explicates the potential of the high-valence ions to serve as foreign ions to modify the properties of allinorganic perovskite materials.
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